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Discussion Topics

Prorating Experience
Multiple Experience Records
Update Experience for Terminated 

Employees
 Insert New Experience Types Option

Prorating Experience
 NextGen provides a way to prorate the experience given to 

an employee who works less than the standard contract days.
 Employee is hired mid-year
 Employee leaves before the end of the scholastic year
 Employee takes a leave of absence during the scholastic year

 Example, Byron was hired as a teacher on 01-02-2012.  The 
standard contract days for a teacher are 187, but he will only 
work 91 days.  Therefore, he should only receive ½ of a year 
of experience (6 months) when we update experience this 
summer.  
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Example of Prorated 
Experience

When we run Update Experience, he earns 6 months of 
experience.

After the 6 months are added to the Experience Data record, the 
transaction resets the Contract Days and Standard Contract 
Days from the Job Pay Record and Employee Type screens.  This 
will ensure that the employee receives a full year (12 months) of 
experience next year.
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Multiple Experience Records
 You may create as many Experience Types as you wish, as 

long as you have the 5 that are required for LEAPS reporting:
 System – Certified in your school system
 Support – Classified in your school system
 State – Certified in Alabama school system
 Public – Certified in a school system outside of Alabama
 Private – Certified in a private school

 For example, some school systems track:
 Corporate Work Experience
 Prior Experience in the School System for employees who have 

worked in the past and have been rehired.

Wrong Right

After the Update Experience runs, the 
SYS records will contain 13 years and 
10 years.  The LEAPS file will contain 
23 years.

After the Update Experience runs, the 
SYS records will contain 22 years and 
the LEAPS file will contain 22 years.

You may enter multiple Experience Data records for any type, 
except System and Support.  This is because the Update 
Experience transaction will update all of these records, causing the 
LEAPS file to contain inaccurate months of experience.

Update Experience for Terminated 
Employees
 Often, by the time the Update Experience transaction runs, 

some employees have been marked terminated in NextGen.
 Because these employees worked all or part of the prior 

scholastic year, they are eligible to earn additional months of 
experience.

 We suggest that you include the ‘Terminated’ status when 
you run the Update Experience transaction.

 This will only update experience for those employees who 
have Contract Days and Standard Contract Days on their 
Experience records.

 When the Contract Days and Standard Contract Days are 
‘reset’, they will be set to zero for Terminated employees 
and, therefore, will not be updated next year.
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Insert New Experience Types Option 
 There are basically two ways to maintain Experience Data:
 Manually create the Experience Data record(s) when an 

employee is hired, or
 Use the ‘Insert New Experience Types’option when Update 

Experience runs.

 Some school systems prefer to manually create their records 
and do not use the ‘Insert New’ option because they do not 
want experience records automatically created for certain 
employee groups, like part-time employees. In this case, it is 
vital that the Contract / Standard Contract Days fields are 
populated when the experience record is added.  If they are 
not, the employee will receive no experience.

Insert New Experience Types (Cont.)
 School systems who use the ‘Insert New’ option should know 

that:
 The new employee will not appear on the ‘Preview’ Report.
 The new employee will receive a full year (12 months) of 

experience.

 Regardless of which option you use, it is important that 
every employee has the appropriate Certified  Code entered 
on their Personnel Data screen and that the Employee Type 
records reflect the correct Certified Code.


